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1. Introduction. The Martin exit and entrance boundaries of a transient

Markov chain on a denumerable state space was first constructed by Doob in [4],

using a combination of probabilistic and potential theoretic methods; a direct

probabilistic construction was presented later in an important paper by G. A. Hunt

[12]. These two papers raised the interesting and important problem of illus-

trating the general theory of Markov chains and Martin boundaries by considering

specific examples, i.e., the problem of constructing the Martin boundary and

representation for specific Markov chains, and the more delicate problem of proving

the corresponding fine limit theorems (see Doob, op. cit., p. 452, and Nairn's

thesis [16] for the probabilistic and potential theoretic meaning of this term).

Specific examples have been discussed by Lamperti and Snell [14], Watanabe [18],

[19] (who did not discuss the fine limit theorems) and by Doob, Snell and

Williamson [10]. This paper also contains a brief summary of the main results

in [4].

Apart from these papers, not much else has been done in the way of constructing

and analyzing specific examples. It is the purpose of this paper to make a con-

tribution in this direction by considering a specific Markov process which is associ-

ated in a natural way with (C, r) summability of Fourier series (see [20] for an

exposition of Cesaro summability of sequences and its applications to Fourier

series). The construction of the potential theory of this process along the lines

of [1], [4], and [16] yields limit theorems of an apparently new type in the (C,r)

summability of Fourier series. These limit theorems will be called, following

standard terminology, fine limit theorems. In §8 of this paper, we shall prove a

theorem which links the notion of "fine limit" of a Fourier series to the notion

of (C*, r) summability of a Fourier series, an account of which is to be found in

[21].
Before we outline the main results of this paper, it will be convenient and

necessary to recall some definitions and set down some notational conventions,

most of which have been taken from Zygmund [20].
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(1.1) Definition. Let F be a function of bounded variation on ( — n, n). Then

by the Fourier-Stieltjes series of dF, denoted by S(dF), we mean the formal

trigonometric series

00

(1.2) -^ + Z   a„ cos nx + b„ sin nx,
2 n = l

where

an = n~1\    cosntdF(t), b„ = n~1\      sin nt dF(t), n = 0,1,2, •••.
J   —n J —n

Let F then be a function of bounded variariot on ( — n, n) with Fourier-Stieltjes

series S(dF). Then, as is well known, see [20], the nth partial sum of S(dF) with

respect to (C,r) summability, which we denote by orn(x;dF), is given by the

following equation:

(1.3) ar„(x,dF)=-   i" K(x - t) dF(t),
11      J-K

where

(1.4)

and where

KrH{t)= \+t   %-'cos;r,       »¡¡1,
z ;=0      Ai

-i      »-0,

^-rr)»ri(/c)'

+ 1)

We remark that /c is an integer 2:1, Ar0 = 1, and that for /c large enough

Ak is approximately equal to (k)r¡T(r + 1), where T(r) is Euler's Gamma function

(cf. [20]).

We now look for functions (P^„+y(x,y), n = 0,l,---) Borel measurable in the

pair (x, y),\x\ ^n and | y | ^ n, with the following property :

(1.6) ¡"K+i(y - t)Prn,n+y(x,y)dy = K'„(x - t),
J — n

or equivalently, for all F of bounded variation on ( — u,n) we have:

(1.7) f <+ y(y ; dF)P;>n+y(x, y) dy = <(*, dF).
J —31

The reason why we look for such operators is that if they satisfied the following

two conditions

(1.8) K.„+i(x,y) ^ 0, n = 0,1,2,.-,
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J — n
(1.9) P'n,n+x(x,y)dy   = 1,       » = 0,12,...,

J — n

then we could construct a Markov process {Xn(co), n = 0,1,2, •••} with transition

probability densities given by {P'„ n+1(x,y), n = 0,1,2, •••} relative to which

{or„(Xn(co) ; dF), F„, n = 0,1,2, — } would be a martingale, where F„ is the Borel

field generated by the random variables (Xk(co), Oz^kz^n). The notions of

probability theory and the results of martingale theory that we shall use are to be

found in the treatise of Doob [9].

Now we can always find (Pü,n+yix,y), n = 0,1,--.) satisfying (1.6), (1.7), and

(1.9) for each r ^ 1, but, as was shown by G.G. Lorentz (see pp. 5-7 of [17]),

(1.8) necessarily fails for each such r. In [17] it was demonstrated that for each

r > 1 we can nevertheless select a subsequence {nk,k = 0,1,2,•••} tending to

infinity fast enough so that (1.6) through (1.9) are valid for a corresponding

subsequence of operators {P^fcnit+1(x,y), k = 0,l,---}. The subsequence is of

course constructed independently of the function F. In order to be complete I

shall now give a complete statement of this theorem ; for the proof the reader is

referred to Chapter I, Part 2 of [17].

(1.10) Theorem. For any order offC,r) summability, r>l, there exists a

subsequence of integers (rOfLo an^ a corresponding sequence of operators

{Pnknk+i}T=o satisfying the following three conditions:

(a) P'nknk + ,(*,y) > Ofor x,y e [ - n, n].

(b) ^nPrnknk^ix,y)dy = I for all k ^ 0.

(c) ÊA*.>,.(*.y)K„,0 -t)dy = Kkix - o, fc = o.

Moreover n0 = 0 and «1 = 1, and in general nk+l satisfies the following

"growth" condition:

..... . 4nfir + nk- Í)2
(1.11) nk+i^nk +     "^J^       •

The functions P^knk+1ix,y) are defined as follows:

1   T   1 "k 1
(1.12) P'nknk„(x,y) = — I   Y+   •£   -^[«*>«*»m]cos./(x-.k)J,

where

(1.13) Br[nk,nk+y] =    f"<-jlA»   ,      j = l,2,-,nk.
A .1A

It is to be observed that if m and n are arbitrary integers greater than j, n'itm,

formula (1.13) is still well defined, i.e.
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(1.13') B)[m,n-\ = ^-'M„",      j = 0,l,2,-,m.
■A„-jlAn

We also have

(1.12') Pm,„(x, v) - 1 f 1 + f   B5Kn]cp&7(x - v)] .

However, for arbitrary integers m,n it is not necessarily true that P'm¡n(x,y) 2ï 0.

Indeed, it is easily verified that the trigonometrical polymonials P„[n+X, defined by

(1.12'), satisfy properties (1.6), (1.7), (1.9), but do not satisfy (1.8) according to

the theorem of Lorentz we mentioned before.

This  leads  naturally  to  the  following:

(1.14) Definition. A subsequence («fc)™=0 will be called an admissible subse-

quence if there exists a corresponding sequence of positive operators (Prnknk+l)T=o

of the form (1.12) satisfying (a), (b), (c) of (1.10).

For trigonometric polynomials of the form (1.12'), we shall state a useful

identity.  But first, we introduce some notation.

lffeL1( — n,n), then we define the convolution off and Prm „ as follows:

(1.15) (Pm,„ */)(0 = rf(x)Prm,n(t,x) dx,
J —11

where Prm „ is of the form (1.12').

The following identity is readily obtained after a routine calculation: If

m0,mx,---,mk is  a  sequence  of nonnegative integers  such that

0 i£ m0 < mx < ••• < mk,

then

it \fi) Pr      = Pr      * Pr       * ... * Pr
yx.i\jj -i mo^mk       *■ mo.mi       •* m, ,rm í mk    i ,mk'

It should be noted that this identity is an algebraic one and that the sequence

{mf}j = 0 need not be elements of an admissible subsequence. However (1.16),

when applied to an admissible subsequence yields the following useful fact.

(1.17) Every subsequence of an admissible subsequence is an admissible subse-

quence.

We are now ready to state the main results of this paper. Our first order of

business is to construct a state space R and a Markov process, which we denote by

{X„k((o),k ^ 0}, such that the transition probability densities of this Markov

process are given by (1.12). This is done in §2. Then we define the notion of regular

(harmonic) function with respect to this random walk and obtain the following

characterization of these functions :

(1.18)   Theorem.   The function u(nk,x) is a regular function if and only if

there exists a trigonometrical series
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00

-£■ + 2   a„ cos nx + b„ sin nx,
2 n = l

whose   nth   (C,r)   partial   sum,   denoted   by   er^(x),   has   the  property   that

<*(*) = "(«*>*)•

Pursuing this analysis further, we obtain the following additional results :

(1.19) Theorem. The Martin exit boundary of this random walk is C(0;1),

the circumference of the unit disc in the Euclidean plane, and the minimal

positive regular functions are given by the (C, r) kernel {Kr„ix — i); ieC(0;l)}

The Martin representation theorem turns out to be equivalent to the following

classical result in the theory of Fourier series (cf. p. 82 of [20]) :

(1.20) Theorem. The class of positive regular functions uink,x) is the same

as the class of iC,r) sums of Fourier-Stieltjes series of positive measures, i.e,

if uink,x) is a positive regular function, then there exists a monotone nonde-

creasing function F such that

uink,x)= 1   f    Kr„kix - t)dFit).
"       J —K

In §§7 and 8 I present some results on

(1) a Dirichlet problem that is naturally associated with the Markov process

discussed in this paper,

(2) the resolutivity of the Martin boundary in the sense of Brelot (see [1],

[4], [12]),
(3) the fine topology and corresponding fine limit theorems. Proofs are for the

most part omitted, because the details have already been presented in a more

general setting by Brelot, Doob, Hunt, and Nairn (see [1], [4], [12], [16]).

In §8 I link the "probabilistic" notion of a fine limit with the classical notion

of iC*r) limit, discussed by Zygmund and Marcinkiewicz in [21]. The main

result here is based on the Martingale convergence theorem and the special nature

of the (C, r) kernel. Moreover, we obtain a result, not known in the general case,

on the rate of convergence of the minimal paths to their poles (see [4] for a dis-

cussion of minimal paths and their properties).

2. The state space R and the random walk(2). Let [nk] be an admissible sub-

sequence with respect to a fixed order r (r > 1) of Cesaro summability. Since

FÓi(£>") = 1/27C > 0, we can, and do, choose n0 — 0 and nx = 1, i.e., the first step

of the random walk is distributed uniformly on the interval ( — n, n).

(2) It is worth pointing out that the state space R constructed in this paper is not discrete;

i.e. I am presenting a specific example of Martin boundary theory in an area where the general

theory has not yet been developed.
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The state space R in which this random walk takes place is the following.

Denote by C(0; rn),n = 0, l,-- the circumference of a circle centered at the

origin in the Euclidean plane and of radius r„. Let rn = 1 — 1 / (n + 2), n = 0,1, ■ ■ •,

set R„ = C(0; rn), and denote by Bn the Borel subsets of R„. We now make the

following

(2.1) Definition. If {nk} is an admissible subsequence with respect to (C,r)

summability, then we define R = (jA°=o^nk> "with Borel field B' generated by

{Bnk,k ̂  0}; we define on R a topology by giving in the relative topology of the

Euclidean plane.

Remark 1. It is to be observed that R so defined depends on the subsequence

used so that, strictly speaking, we should have written R(nk). This is a case, however,

where notational distinctions lead to unnecessary complications and confusions

especially with regard to the symbol Rnk already employed. Moreover, the dis-

cussion to be given in this paper is valid for any number n > 1 and any admissible

subsequence.

Remark 2. We will be engaged in much computation, and to avoid being

lost in a forest of subscripts and superscripts we drop those already used in ac-

cordance with  the following conventions:

(1) The points of R will be denoted by (k,Ç) instead of rnke%i, ̂e(—n,n).

(2) We shall write pk,k+x(Ç,n) for the more cumbersome Pnk„k+i(í,n).

(3) RfcforR„tand Bk'fox Bnk.

(4) The value of a real valued function u with domain R at the point (k, Ç) is

denoted by u(k,Ç).

Since the admissible subsequence and r remain fixed for the remainder of this

paper, replacing the subscript nk by k, and omitting the superscript r should

cause no confusion.

(5) It will be helpful to the reader's intention to consider R as being a set of

concentric circles in the plane, centered at the origin.

(2.2) The random walk on R with transition probability densities pm,m+x(Ç,n)

is now defined in the following way: If we are at the point (m,Ç)eR, then the

probability distribution of going from (m,£,) to a Borel set AeBm+x is given by

(2.3) J pm¡m+y(^,n)dn.

Thus the random walk starting at the point (m,Ç) proceeds outward, step by

step, along the successive rings Rm of R ; the probability distribution of going

from a point (m,i,) to a Borel set AeBm+x is given by (2.3).

More formally we define a Markov process with state space R as follows:

Let   pm,m+2(f,»/) = jPm,m+i(f.O*Pm+i,m+2(C>»/)   and   define   pm,n+k(£,ti)   in-

ductively as follows:

(2-4) Pm.m + h&l) = Pm.m+k-lit'O * Pm + k-l,m + k(Ç>l)'
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Let Abe a Borel subset of    i — k, n). Set

Pm,k(C'>¿)=\  Pm,m+k(Ç,ri) dn,     k = l,2,-.

Define Pm¡oiC,A) = 1 if tie A, 0 otherwise. Then it is a standard result (see [9, p.

86]) that there exists a Markov process {Xkim,Ç)ico), k = 0,1,2,•••} with state

space ( — ti,n), having the following two properties:

(2.5) (a) Pr[jf0(m,£)(ü>) = <r| = l,

and for k ^ 0 we have

(b) Pr[Xk + yim,^œ)eA\Xkim,Oiœ)]=Pm,kiXkim,0(co);A)

with probability one.

We shall be interested in the space-time version of this process which is defined

in the following way:

(2.6) Xkim,e;)icû) = im + k,Xkim,c;)(co)),       fc-0,1,-.

Then {Xkim,i;)icó); k ^ 0} is a Markov process on R, with stationary transition

probabilities, whose densities are given by (2.4) (see [4, p. 454]).

For notational simplicity, we shall sometimes omit the co and write Xk(m,i¡)

for   Xk(m,£,)(co).   This   notational  convenience   is   standard.

3. Regular and superregular functions.

(3.1) Definition. If m is a nonnegative measurable function on R or is merely

bounded from below on each ring Rk of R, then we define the function p * u at

the point (k,Ç) as follows:

(p*«)(fe,0=        pkik+y(i;,n)u(k+l,n)dn.
J — n

(3.2) Definition. Let A be a measurable subset of R. A measurable function u,

bounded from below on each ring Rki~ co <u z% + oo)is said to be superregular

on A if p * u is finite on A and u 2; p * u on A.

Remark 1.   It is to be observed that if

(p* u) ik,i;) < + oo,   then |u(fc + l,n)| < + oo

almost everywhere with respect to the measure whose density on Rk+i is

pk,k+yict,n) dn. It follows at once that |«(fe+ l,n)\ < + oo almost everywhere

with respect to Lebesgue measure on Rk+1.

(3.3) Definition. We shall say that u is subregular on A if —u is superreg-

ular on A. If u and — u are both superregular on A, then u is said to be regular
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on A. If A = R, then we shall drop the words "on R" and call u superregular,

regular, or subregular.

(3.4)   Theorem.   7/ u  is superregular  then  the stochastic process

{u[Xk(m,OlFk,k>0}

is a supermartingale, where Fk denotes the smallest Borel field with respect to

which the random variables {X0(m,£,),---,Xk(m,t;)} are measurable. (For the

definition of supermartingale, see [9, Chapter VII].)

Proof. The following notation will be convenient. Define p(2)* u = p * (p * u)

and in general we define p(n) * u =p * (p"-1 * u). It is a routine computation to

verify that

(3.5) (pw*u)(m,i) =   I       pm,m+„(Ç,n) u(m + n,n) dn.

Moreover, the fact that u is superregular implies that

u ï; p * m ï; p(2) * w £^ ••• s= pw* u,

and hence (p(n) * u)(m, Ç) < + oo for all n ^ 1. We now observe that the expected

value of u[Xn(m,£,)~\, which we denote by E{u[Xn(m,Ç)J}, is finite for all n = l.

This follows at once from the following equation, which is readily verified:

(3.6) E{u[X„(m,Q-\} = (p(n) * u)(m,Ç).

Since X0(m, Ç) = (m, £), it follows that £{w[Z0(m,^)]} is finite if and only if

u(m,£) is finite. In any event it follows at once from the Markov property (see

[9, p. 80]) that

E{u[Xn(m,£,)-\\Fn_x}   = £{u[*n(m,£)]|*B-iim,0}

= (p*u)(Xn_y(m,Ç))

g u[X„-y(m,í)].

But this is precisely the condition that this stochastic process be a supermartingale.

An important class of regular functions are the nth (C, r) partial sums of an

S[dF], In particular, we have the following important corollary to Theorem (3.4).

(3.7) Corollary. Let arn(Ç;dF) be the nth (C,r) partial sum of S(dF). Set

u(k,Ç) = o-'„f&; dF) where {nk} is the admissible subsequence. Then u(k,Ç) is a

regular function on R and hence {u[X„(m,Ç)~\, F„, n _t 0} is a martingale.

Proof.   It suffices to show that p> u = u. Now
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(p*u)(m,0  =   I       P„,m+i(í,n)u(m - l,n) dn

=  j"   Pn„,nm+l(Z,n)arnm+i(n;dF) = c;m(t;dF).

This last equality follows at once from Definition (1.14), and (1.7). The proof

is now completed by observing that u(m,Ç) = o-r„m(£,; dF).

The converse to this theorem is a little more difficult and much more impor-

tant.

(3.8) Theorem. The function u is a nonnegative regular function on R if

and only if there exists a nondecreasing function F of bounded variation on

( — ti, n) such that

(3.9) arnk(^;dF) = <kA).

In other words the class of nonnegative regular functions is the same as the

class of rth Cesaro means of Fourier-Stieltjes series of positive measures.

Proof. If u is of the form (3.9) then, according to Corollary (3.7), u is regular.

Thus we need prove only the converse. Suppose then that u is nonnegative and

p * u= u on R. I shall construct a formal trigonometric series of the form (1.2),

with nth partial sums denoted by S„(£,), such that applying (C, r) summability to

S„(0 yields a new sequence orn(E) with the property that <yrnk(£) = u(k, £). This

construction will depend only on the fact that u is regular, and is not dependent

on the fact that u is nonnegative. The proof of the theorem will then be completed

if we can show that a formal trigonometric series whose nth (C, r) partial sums

are nonnegative is an S(dF), dF a nonnegative measure. But this is a classical

theorem in Fourier series (see [20 p. 82]). We now proceed to give the

details.

We first observe that (p* u)(k,Ç) is a trigonometric polynomial of the nfcth

degree. This is because the density pk>k+x(Ç,n) is a trigonometrical polynomial of

the ntth degree. It follows at once from the regularity of u that

"le

(3.10) u(k,C) = a„k¡o + S   ankJ cos jÇ + bHkfJ sin jÇ.
j = i

The regularity of u implies the following identity:

fl„k,o + S   aHkJ cos ft, + b„kJ sin ji
j = i

nk

= ank + l,0+  I!   Bj[nt,nJl+1](aat + ljJ.cos^ + feBk+lJsin^).
j = i

We conclude that
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a„k,o = ank+i,o = y> k = 0,l,2,

(3.11)
= £;[«*, "*+i] =°*kj   , ,  nrv„   „     -, _      b„kJ k = 0,1,2,'

K*uJ j=0,l,-,nk.

Now, using (1.13) we get

i,,   and similarly

"nu-j'^nk ^iik+i-jMnk+i

(3.12)
= bj,   k = 0,1,2, ■

"■nk-jJAnk      A„k+i-j/Ank + 1

It is now readily verified, after a routine computation, that the formal trigon-

ometric series

OO

(3.13) -^   + Z   flycos^ + èysin^,
z       y = i

where the (af)" and (è,-)™ are obtained from u by formula (3.12), has the prop-

erty that er„rk(c;) = u(k,ef), where rj„r(i) is the nth (C,/-) partial sum of (3.13). Thus

there is a one-one correspondence between the set of regular functions u and the

(C,r) partial sums of formal trigonometric series.

Let us now recall the following classical result in theory of Fourier series [20,

p. 82].

(3.14) Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that (3.13) be an

S(dF), with F nondecreasing, is that oTn(£,; dF) ^ 0 for n = 0,1,2,

Actually the hypothesis of Theorem (3.14) can be weakened, as Zygmund

points out, to the following: There exists a subsequence (nk)o, tending to in-

finity, such that o-rnk(Q ̂ 0 for k ^ 0. Now the hypothesis that u be nonnegative

as well as regular implies that errnk(¿;) ^ 0, according to our representation theorem,

and hence u(k,Ç) = crr„k(£,; dF).

Remark.   We shall obtain this theorem "probabilistically" in §5.

4. //-path processes.   The following "minimum principle" is a useful one.

(4.1) Theorem. Let h be a nonnegative regular function on R and suppose

there exists a point (m,c))eR such that h(m,<;) = 0. Then h is identically zero.

Proof. 0 = u(m,<J) = ¡lnpm,m+y((;,n) u(m + l,n) dr\. Hence u(m + 1,m) = 0

for all ne( - n,n). In general 0 = u(m,Ç) = ¡-nPm.m+ki^l) u(m + M) dn and

therefore w is identically zero on Rm+k for k = 0,1,2, ••■. Now the above argument

also proves that if w = 0 on Rm+y then u = 0 on Rm, and hence u = 0 on Rk for all

k ^ 0. This completes the proof.
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Suppose then that h ^ 0 is a nonnegative regular function, and by Theorem

(4.1) we may assume that h is never zero. Following Doob [4], we define the

notion of an /j-path process ; a notion which plays such an important role in both

classical and probabilistic discussions of potential theory (see, for example, [1],

[4]-[6], [12], [16]).
(4.2) Definition. If « is a nonnegative regular function on R (/i ^ 0), then

we define a new transition probability density function p^+i as follows:

->       rz    \ it   \n(k + I'7/) i -^n
Pk,k+i(Ç,*i) = Pk,k+i(Ç,i) h(k^   >     £=?0-

The random walk on R, starting at (m,£), with transition probability density

function p* k+iii;,n) will be denoted by

(4.3) {Xhnim,ct),n^0}.

Remark. The Markov process (4.3) is called the "«-path process" and the

corresponding probability paths are called "/i-paths."

(4.4) Definition. A measurable function u bounded from below on each

ring Rm of R is said to be h-superregular on a subset A of R if u ^p** u

on A and ph* u is finite on A.

The corresponding definitions of ñ-subregular and «-regular functions are now

obvious (see Definition (3.3)); we omit the details. The following analogue of

Theorem (3.4) is useful; we omit the proof.

(4.5) Theorem, If u is an h-isuper) regular function then {uiXh„im,ei)),

F„,ra^0} is a isuper) martingale.

The next result, the verification of which we leave to the reader, follows at once

from the definition.

(4.6) The nonnegative function v is h-superregular if and only if there exists a

superregular function uonR such that v = ujh. In particular Ijh is h-superregular.

5. The Martin exit boundary of the Markov chain. Following Doob [4], we

define the Green's function of the Markov process (2.6) as follows:

,5i) G*,m(£") = pk,„iÇ,n),       m^k + l,

= 0,      Oz^mSk.

In other words, Gkmit;,n) is the probability density of going from a point

ik,£,)eRk to a point im,n)eRm in exactly m — k steps.

Following Martin [15] and Doob [4], we define the Martin kernel Êkm(cl,n)

as follows :

**.J£,n) = f14M»     mzk + i,
(5.2) Go,mi0,n)

= 0   if0<m <k.
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(5.3)   Theorem.   For m^k+l,

i r i    ttk i
(a) Gk¡m(¡;,n) = — I — + Z   ß;[n4,nffl]cosy(^-n) I,

(b) G0>m(£,n) = ~.

Proof,   (a) follows at once from (1.16) and (1.12'), and (b) is just a special

case of (a).

We thus have the following simple expression for K:

Kk,m(í,n) = 2npk¡m(í,n)   foxm^k+1,

(5-4) =0   forO^mg/c.

In order to construct the Martin exit boundary for the Markov process (2.6)

we shall need some results on the asymptotic behavior of (5.4). For example,

it is easy to show by a direct computation, using (1.5), that

(5.5) limiAr_,MD = 1-
n-»oo

It follows at once from this and (1.13) that

(5.6) lim   ß;K,nm] = ^-J/<.
"m"*00

Applying these results to the expression (5.3a) for Gkm(^,n) and using (1.4)

we get

(5.7) lim  Gk^,n) = ^-Krnk(i-t]).

Now this last result is a very useful one in so far as the problem of determining

the Martin exit boundary of the process is concerned. In particular if we consider

(m,n) as a sequence of points in R then it is clear that

(5.8) lim  (m,n) = lim  rnje"1,
m-*oo n-»oo

where the limit is taken with respect to the topology induced on R by the Euclidean

topology of the plane. This topology on R is generated by the following metric

(5.9) d[(k,t);(m,n)-\ = \rnke*-rnJ«\.

It is easy to verify that the completion of R with respect to d adjoins to R a

boundary R' = C(0; 1), the circumference of the unit disc. In fact we have the

following important result.

(5.10) Theorem. Kkm(t;,n) as a function of (m,n) possesses a continuous

extension to RuR'. Denoting the point e"eC(0;l) by t, te( — n,n), we have
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(5.11) lim     Kktm(t;,nm) = 2Krnk(!;-i).

Proof. We observe that ¿kym(^,n) is a trigonometric polynomial of degree nk;

this follows at once from (5.3a).

Letf}(m,n) = (/4„rm/Ar„m_f) cos j(£, — n), (k and ¿; are held fixed). Now by

(5.3a) we have that KkJ¿,n) is a finite linear combination of the fj(m,n). Hence

it suffices to prove that lim(m nn^,fj(m,nm) —fj(t) exists and moreover fj(t) is

continuous on C(0; 1). The proof is simple. We first observe that lim(m,nm) = í if

and only if m -* + oo and limm^00 nm = t. It follows at once from (5.5) and the

continuity of the cosine function that limm^00//(OT,Mm) = cosj(Ç — t) =fj(t). This

proves that fj(m,n) possesses a continuous extension to R u R' and hence so does

Êkm(^,n). Moreover since R U R' is a compact metric space the extended function

is uniformly continuous on RuR'.

The preceeding discussion may be summarized in the following

(5.12) Theorem. The Martin exit boundary of the Markov process (2.6)

is C(0; 1).

6. The Martin representation theorem and the class of minimal regular functions.

Suppose v is a positive regular function on R.Then F„(x) = (ll2n) jü„v(n,í)d^

is a monotone nondecreasing function which defines a measure on R the support

of which is contained inR„,and with density given by v(n,£,)¡2n. Since Fn(n) = c,

a constant, it follows that (dF„, n ^ 0) are uniformly bounded on R. In addition

the regularity of v implies that for k < n we have

LKk>n(l;,n)dFn(n) = v(k,li).

Moreover by the uniform continuity of K on R U R' and the Helly selection

principle we obtain the following result : there exists a measure dF whose support

is contained in R' such that

v(k, O = lim   f  Kk^,n)dFn(n) = 2 f Kr„k(t; - t)dF(t).
n->co  J R„ JR'

Thus, except for a constant factor, we have derived theorem (3.14) by probabilistic

methods. We restate this formally as follows:

(6.1)   Theorem.   If v is a positive regular function on R then there exists a

measure dF on R' such that

v(k,0=r K'nk(Ç-t)dF(t).
J —n

We now show that Kr„k(t; — t) for each t e ( — n, n) is a minimal positive regular

function in the sense of Martin (see [1], [4], and [5]).

(6.2)   Definition. A positive regular function u is said to be a minimal positive
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regular function if for any positive regular function páiiwe have v = cu for

some constant c.

Before proceeding to a characterization of the class of minimal positive regular

functions we shall need the following uniqueness theorem for Fourier-Stieltjes

series.

(6.3) Theorem. Suppose F is a monotone increasing function of bounded

variation  on  ( — n,Tt),  with  Fourier-Stieltjes series  S(dF).  Let

F„(/)= -| f'ornix;dF)dx;
*■   J-n

then F„ is also a monotone increasing function of bounded variation on ( — n,n).

Moreover, if f is any continuous, periodic function on ( — n,n) we have

lim i* /(í)dFn(í) =   f" fit)dFit),
n-»oo J—n J — n

i.e., the measures dF„ converge weakly to the measure dF.

Proof. By the theorem of Fubini on the interchange of the order of integration

and (1.3) we have

J"/(t)dF„(0 = 1 J"/(0[JV(i-^)dF(x)Jdi=|A<(x;/)dF(x).

Now, for r = 1, it is a well known theorem of Fejér [20, p. 48] that

lim  <(*;/) =/(*)
n-»oo

uniformly in x, hence

lim    r<(x;/)dF(x) =   i"/WdF(x),
n-*oo    J — n J—n

and therefore

lim    !" fit)dF„it) =   ¡K fit)dFit)
n-»oo   J—n J—n

for any continuous function /. This proves the theorem.

(6.4) Corollary. Suppose lim„_œ aUx; dF) = 0 for a i% x z% b, and where a

and b are continuity points of F. Then the dF measure of [a, b] is zero.

Proof. By the preceding theorem dFn tends weakly to dF. Hence F„ converges

to F at all points x, which are continuity points of F. In particular lim„_ „, F „(a) = F(a)

and lim^oo F„(&)=F(i>). Since Fn(b) - Fn(a) = J* arn(x; dF)dx, it follows at once

from the hypothesis that lim„_œ or„(x ; dF) = 0 on [a,b] that lim„^œ F„(b)—Fn(a)

= 0 = F(b) - F(a). This concludes the proof.
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(6.5) Theorem. // u is a minimal positive regular function then u(fc,¿;)

= cKrn(¿; — t) for some point teR' and some constant c.

Remark. The point t is called the pole of the minimal positive regular function

(cf.[l]).

Proof. By Theorem (6.1) if u is a positive regular function on R we have the

representation

uik,¿t) - ^Ktf - t)dFit).

We will show that if u is a minimal positive regular function then dF measure is

concentrated at a single point.

Suppose then that there are two points f, # t2eR' such that each point is

contained in a closed interval neighborhood Ey and E2 of positive dF measure.

We can also suppose that the end points of Ex and E2 have zero measure and

that Ex and E2 are disjoint. Now for i = 1,2 we have

¡ Kr„kict-t)dFit)<   f Kr„ki^-t)dFit),
Jei , Jr'

hence, since u is assumed to be minimal, we have

Ciuik,H)=   \ Krnkiil-i)dFii)
JEi

where c¡ are constants.

It follows from a classical theorem of Lebesgue-Privaloff-Young (pp. 55-59

of [20]) that if imj, ¿¡f) is a sequence of points tending either to a point t e Ex or

a point t e E2 then lim/_00u(m;, Çf) = 0. By (6.4) it follows that the dF measures of

Ey and E2 are zero. This contradicts the hypothesis that Ey and E2 were of positive

dF measure. It should be remarked that this argument is similar to one used by

Professor M. Brelot in a course of lectures (unpublished) on Potential theory

given at the University of Illinois in the second semester of 1960-1961.

Conversely suppose that u is positive regular and u(k, £,) z^ Kr„k(¿l — t). Then

it is a well-known property of the (C, r) kernels (see p. 48 of [20]) that u tends to

zero for those sequences (ni»,£j) which approach a point t' ^ t, t' eR'. The same

reasoning used above shows that since

u(k,0 = f KUi~t)dF(t),
Jr-

we must have dF measure concentrated at the point t. This concludes the proof

that the class of minimal positive regular functions is given by

{KrBkiÇ-t),tei-n,n)}.
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7. Resolutivity of the boundary R'. The Dirichlet problem in the present

context can be stated as follows :

(7.1) Dirichlet Problem. Given a continuous function/ domain R', find a

regular function u, domain R, with "boundary values"/.

It is also natural, as was pointed out by Brelot [1], to consider a more general

type Dirichlet problem which may be formulated as follows:

(7.2) Given /, satisfying the same hypotheses as in (7.1) find an n-regular

function u, domain R with "boundary values" /

In order to state the results we have obtained on problem (7.2) we need to

define the notion of ñ-regular measure.

(7.3) Definition. Let n be a positive regular function on R with the representation

h(k,0 = j*K'nk(l;-t)dH(t).

For each point (fc,¿;)eR we define a probability measure on R', called n-regular

measure, as follows :

(7.4) Ph[(k,t;);A-] = J"^ ̂ ~° dH(t).

Remark. When h = 1 we shall omit the superscript. Incidentally, it is in-

teresting to observe that ph is the analogue of classical n-harmonic measure,

which was introduced into potential theory by Brelot in his fundamental paper [1].

iLet us now return to problem (7.2). The usual way of solving a Dirichlet problem

of this type is via the PWB (Perron-Wiener-Brelot) method, an account of which

is to be found in [1] and [2]. It was shown in [17] that a variant of this method

can be applied in the present context to yield the following result :

(7.5) Theorem. IffeL1[ph'] then f is h-resolutive i.e. the PWB method

yields a unique solution to the Dirichlet problem (7.2) and moreover the solution

u has the following representation:

u(k,o= i'f(t)ph[(k,0;df]

(7.6) J-'

Remark. If for any continuous function /, domain R', we can find, via the

PWB method, a unique n-regular function u corresponding to / then R' is said

to be h-resolutive. A function /for which the PWB method yields a unique solution

u to (7.2) is called h-resolutive. Brelot [1], [2] has characterized in the classical

case the set of n-resolutive boundary functions. An important consequence of

n-resolutivity is the
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(7.7) Theorem [4], [5]. The h-resolutivity of R', for all positive regular

functions h, implies that h-paths converge with probability one to unique points

on R' i.e.

lim   Xhn(m,Ç) = Xh00(m,i)eR'
n-»oo

exists, and moreover

PxtfU™, Oe¿]= ph[(m, 0;AI

Applying (7.7) to the special case where h is a minimal positive regular function

we obtain the following result:

(7.8) Theorem. Let h(k,Ç) — K*k(£, - t) be a minimal positive regular

unction "with pole i" (i.e. dH-measure is concentrated at the point t). Then

the h-path process converges with probability one to t. We sometimes call this

"the process conditioned to converge to r."

Proof. According to (7.4) and (7.7), pH[(m,i,); A~\ =0 if t is not in the closure

of A, otherwise it equals one for every closed set containing t. This concludes

the proof.

Remark. This theorem will be strengthened later, by obtaining an estimate on

the rate of convergence of minimal paths to their poles.

8. Boundary behavior of nonnegative n-superregular functions. As it stands

Theorem (7.5) is incomplete; in particular we have not discussed in what way,

if any, the function/is the "boundary value" of u. The following results, which

we present without proof, have been discussed in detail by Doob and others in

[3]-[6], [12]. The proofs rely heavily, of course, on the martingale convergence

theorems.

(8.1) Theorem. If feL1[ph~\ with PWBh solution u (given by (7.6)) then

lim^ooU [Xhn(m,Ç)(oSj\ =f[Xha>(m,Ç)(co)~] with probability one.

Remark. The limit in (8.1), as has been pointed out by Doob [4] and Nairn

[16], can be put in a nonprobabilistic context, by introducing the notion of a

fine topology at the Martin exit boundary of the process (2.6). This we now

proceed to do. Proofs are, for the most part, omitted.

(8.2) Theorem (0—1 law). Let h be a minimal positive regular function

with pole t and E a measurable subset of R. Then the h-paths lie in E infinitely

often with probability zero or one. If the former is true then we say that E is

"thin" (effilé) at t.

(8.3) Definition. A set E is said to be a fine neighborhood of the Martin

boundary point t if R — E is thin at t. For an interior point (m,i,)eR, the neigh-

borhood system is that defined by the metric d (see (5.9)). This neighborhood
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system defines a topology on R\jR' [13] which is called, following standard

terminology, the fine topology.

(8.4) Definition. If a function v has a fine limit (in the sense of the fine

topology)/(i) for almost all teR', where almost all refers to /i-regular measure

ph, then/is called the h-fine boundary function off.

(8.5) Theorem. If v is a nonnegative h-superregular function then v has

an h-fine boundary function f, which is h-resolutive and such that

v(m,C)^E{fiXU.m,yf))}-

The conditions under which equality holds are discussed in [6]. It is also worth

pointing out that, from the probabilistic point of view, if/ is the n-fine boundary

function of v then

(8.6) lim  v(X,n(m,eX))=f(t)
n-»oo

with probability one, for almost all teR', n-regular measure. {X'n(m,l;),n ^ 0}

is of course the minimal path process "conditioned to converge to r" and starting

at (m, ¿l) e R. Note also that the limit in (8.6) is independent of the starting po-

sition (m,Ç).

The /i-fine boundary function / of Theorem (8.5) has certain properties which

are worth pointing out. For example, we have the following

(8.7) Theorem. Suppose that in Theorem (8.5) v is an h-regular function of

the form ujh, where u(k,S,)= (1nKr„k(¿l — t) dUit), and h is as in (7.3). Let

dU = dUac + dUs be the Lebesgue decomposition of dU with respect to dH,

where the subscripts ac and s refer to absolutely continuous part and singular

part respectively. Then the h-fine boundary function f of v is the Radon-Nikodym

derivative of dUac with respect to dH, i.e.

A ratio limit theorem similar to Theorem (8.7) was obtained by Doob in [8,

Theorem 5.4]. He proved essentially the following result:

„^oo   or„(cln;dH)     dH ' '        \n/

Remark. It has been pointed about by Zygmund [20, Example 4, p. 64] that

limit theorems of the above type are analogues of nontangential convergence for

harmonic functions in the unit disc.

I shall now prove a theorem which links limit theorems of type (8.8) to the

fine topology constructed in this paper. A connection with the notion of (C*,r)

summability of Zygmund-Marcinkiewicz [21] will also be discussed.
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Our first step is to prove that a certain subset of R is not thin at the Martin

boundary point teR',  |í|_Í7i:.

(8.9) Theorem. Let In(t) = {s: \s - t\ < (1/n)"}. Consider I„k(t), where nk

is an admissible subsequence, as a subset of Rk, "centered" at the point

(k,t)eRk. Then {J^L0I„k(t) is afine neighborhood of t, for 0<a<r¡(l + r).

Proof. We shall show that R - (Uf-oW)) is thin at t. To this end we shall

use Theorems (4.5) and (4.6) and the following inequality which is to be found

in Zygmund [20, p. 48].

(8.10) R^O^Cn-'i"'-1   for   — ^ t ^ n,

where C is a constant independent of n. It follows from (8.10) that

(8-n) -kW^D-Í^-^  **Táls-<l^

Now for a, 0 < a < 1, we have n° < n, or equivalently l/n°> 1/n. Hence if

s$I„we have \s — í| =_■ 1 /n" > 1 /n. This implies that

1 1       / l\1+r
¡> -„'(-) S#J„i.e.

Kn(s - t)

(8.12)

If we now choose a, so that r — a(l + r)> 0, i.e. 0 < a < r/(l + r), it follows

that

(8.13) lim I       = + co   for s # /,.
„-►o,  JS.„ys     i)

Denote by Xlfjn,Ç) = (m + n,X'n(m,Ç)) the minimal path process conditioned

to converge to t. (recall that X'n is the space-time version of X'„, cf. (2.6)). By

Theorems (4.5) and (4.6) and the martingale convergence theorem it follows at

once that

(8-14) It KrkiSxl(mA)-t)

exists and is finite with probability one. Now if Xk(m,Ç)(co)$Ink+m infinitely

often, then by (8.13) the limit (8.14) along this path would not exist, and this set

of co is of probability zero. It follows that with probability one

(8.15) |X'k(m,ï)-t\= 0(n-kïm),   where 0 < a < —^.
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Since in this paper r > 1, r/(l + r) is increasing on [0, oo ], we can choose a - 1/2.

Of course the rate of convergence becomes better as r increases.

I shall now strengthen  this result by  showing that

ÜU0,    (/B(0 = {5:|s-t|<l})

is not thin at /; whether or not it is a fine neighborhood of t is not yet known.

The following lemma is needed; a probability interpretation will be given later.

(8.16)   Lemma. For r £ 1, lim inf..,«, ¡o~'nKrn(t) dt^ljn>0.

Proof.   Let Dk(t), 111 z% n, denote the Dirichlet kernel,

ún (& + !)*

(8.17) Dk(t)

sin

2sinT

\,     fc = o

The following formula for the (C,r) kernel is well known [20, p. 48]:

(8.18) Krn(t) = i   -%-* Dk(t).
k = 0      An

Hence

/•l/n n AT-X      /»l/n

(8.19) Krn(t) dt = S   ^±- Dk(t) dt.
Jo k = 0      An Jo

Moreover

.      2k + 1
dt =-

rl/n ¡.l/n      Sm\k + ^2) /•!/»   2k + 1
(8.20) Dk(t) dt = -Ï-tL dt > ^^

* Jo 2sin-Í Jo *
2

The last inequality follows at once from the fact that

(8.21) Dkit)^2^-^-,       0z%tz% — ,       Oz^kz^n.
n n

To see this observe that sin(fc + l/2)i attains its first maximum at the point

7t/(2fc + 1), and is a concave function on the interval [0,7r/(2/c + 1)]. Note also

that 7t/(2fe + 1) > 1/fe ^ l/n for Iz^kz^n. It is easily verified that the chord

/(t) = ((2fc +1)/tt)í lies below sin(fc + l/2)f on [0,1/n], i.e.
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sin(k + ±)t>(2±±±)t   foro^i^—^.
\ 2)   - \     n    J - n - 2fc + 1

Similarly, 2 sin(i/2) ^ 2 • i/2 = t on the interval  [0,1/n].  Hence

for 0 g f g 1/n, and 0 ^ fc ̂  n. It follows at once that

K(t)dt= I 4p-i*±±.
o * = o    Ar„ nn

Now an elementary computation shows that the right-hand side of (8.22) equals

9      "    /F_1 1
(8.23) —  I   H^-ik+ï)-—.

nn k = 0   A'n nn

Moreover, the first term in (8.23) is (C,r) summability applied to the sequence

sk = k + 1, k = 0, 1,—.

Let us denote the transformed sequence by ak. Thus (8.23) now becomes

(8.24) ^__L.
nn       nn

Hence

(8.25) lim inf f    Rnr(i) dt ^ — lim inf ^ .
n-»tx>      Jo ^      n-*oo        "

Now for r 5:1, it is a well-known result [20, p. 43] that

lim inf — S: lim  — = —.
n-*ao        ri n-»oo     t Z

The last equality is readily checked by simple computation. This fact, together

with (8.25), evidently proves the lemma(3).

(8.26)   Theorem.   The set (J?.0Inß), where I„k(t) = {(k,s):\s-t\<l/nk}czRk,

is not thin at t.

Proof.   From the circular symmetry of the state space R it is clear that we

need only prove this theorem for í = 0. We now begin the proof by observing that

(3) Lemma (8.16) may be used to construct a simple example ofa function/cLH— n,j¿)

which is (C, r) summable at a point but not (C*, r) summable.
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[-+i/nk K" (n)

(8.27) p    it,ri)±gQLdrl
J-l/nk Knm\S)

is the probability that the minimal path process, starting at (m, £) and conditioned

to converge to the Martin boundary point t = 0, lies in I„k(0). Moreover, it is

easy to verify, using the continuity of the integrand, (5.1) and (5.7), that for large

k (8.27) is asymptotically equal to

i      f+llnk 2      /• l/"fc

(8.28) - Kr„k(n) dt, - ±\      K'nk(n) dn.
K   J -l/nk %    Jo

Now by lemma (8.16) we obtain that

/• + i/«k Kr (n) 2

(8.29)1 liminf pm>r#, n) -^§- dn > ±> 0,

and hence by the 0 — 1 law, the minimal paths conditioned to converge to 0 lie in

Ur= rAj/O) infinitely often. This concludes the proof.

In view of the above results it is natural to introduce the following :

(8.30) Definition. Let E s R be not thin at the Martin boundary point

teR'. If v is a function with domain R such that lim._(Z6E v(z) = a exists, then

we say that a is a "fine cluster value" of v at t.

(8.31) Definition. Suppose orn(t) is the nth (C,r) partial sum of a trigo-

nometric series, which is not necessarily an S[dF]. If

(8.32) Iim   or„(t + a„) = a    for any sequence a„ = O
n -»oo

we say that the trigonometric series is (C*,r) summable at the point t to the

value a.

As an example of the usefulness of the notion of (C*,r) summability, Lebesgue's

well-known theorem on the almost everywhere (C,r) convergence of S(f),

feLl[ — Tt,7i], can be strengthened to the following [20, p. 61, Example 4]:

(8.33) S(f) is (C*,r) summable almost everywhere to /, r > 0, feÉ[ — n,n].

In terms of the fine topology (8.33) can be interpreted as follows:

(8.34) Theorem. If a trigonometric series is (C*,r) summable to the value a

at the point t, then a is a fine cluster value of the function u(k,il) = errnk(el).

Proof.   The proof is an immediate consequence of the definitions and (8.16).

Finally, we note that Doob's result on Fourier series (Theorem 8.8) can also

be interpreted as a fine limit theorem.
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